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Jens Munk: The Story of a Sailor
Who Embraced His Fate
INTRODUCTION
"Jens Munk was one of the intrepid sixteenth-century
explorers who navigated the Arctic seas with inadequate
ships, faulty charts and primitive instruments. He was also
one of the few who survived the arduous search for the
Northwest Passage, who reached Hudson Bay in 1619,
wintered there, buried most of his crew, and by a supreme
effort of will and skill made the voyage home with the two
crewmen left to him. "
by INGA W. WIEHL
During my brother's two year term as a conscientious
objector, he was employed by the Danish National Museum
to restore artifacts. One such was Jens Munk's hat. That is
how I became acquainted with that great Renaissance sailor
and leader of men. I read about him and became fascinated,
all the while wondering why. Why should I - or anyone care about the illegitimate child, the poor ship's boy, the
near-do-well whaler, the bankrupt merchant, the king's
hired servant, the cuckolded husband, the toothless, whitehaired forty-nine year old man who in abject poverty,
leaving behind him only "a footnote in the book of history,
one of those names known to all and to none . An unremarkable street trodden by an incurious public. A remote and
uninhabited island in the Arctic seas." 1 How was it that his
death was not a "wretched, chilling thing" as Edith Hamilton
characterizes that of an ordinary man; rather it conveyed a
"sense of quickened life" like that of a tragic hero. Well then,
if a hero is someone who embraces his fate, one who imposes
his will on the happenings of life to accomplish what he must
-16-
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A modern map of the Northwest Passage with Munk's most important
landing places marked: Rensund, Haresund, and Munk Haven.

-from the book, The Way To Hudson Bay
by Thorkild Hansen (translated by James
Mcfarlane)
accomplish to be who he potentially is, I submit Jens Munk is
one. As such he warrants my attention.
He was born at his father's estate in Southern Norway in
1579. His parents were Danish, his father, Erik Munk, a
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nobleman by birth. The privilege of nobility had been withdrawn, however, because Jens Munk's grandfather had
married a bondwoman and thus forfeited his right to pass on
title and property to his descendants. Erik Munk avoided
making his father's mistake by living in sin with Jens'
mother. That way he kept himself in a state of readiness to
regain the patent of nobility which he actively pursued by
making himself indispensable to his king, Frederik II. He
captured two invincible fortresses and so distinguished himself in naval battles that not only fiefs and property but
finally also the coveted patent of nobility fell to him as
rewards. Ruthlessness and cruelty were the means which led
to the fulfillment of his ambition. His peasants brought
repeated charges against him, and, worse yet for him, he
managed to offend a group of noblemen who were taking
part in an expedition to secure Danish territorial rights in the
White Sea. They were already annoyed
that the
compromised Erik Munk had been reinvested with his old
rights of nobility. Finally years of carefully gathered
evidence

against him in his position

of feudal vassal felled

him; in 1585 Frederik II stripped him of all his fiefs. He still
had his patent of nobility, but it did not save him. He was
imprisoned at Dragsholm where he hanged himself in 1595.
His mistress and mother of his two children, Jens and his
older brother Niels, had to leave their estate. They sailed
across Oslo Fjord and settled in Frederiksstad. Jens was
seven years old. When he was nine, he was sent to Aalborg
to go to school and live in the house of his uncle, the city's
burgomaster. There, if he was lucky, he might grow up to
be a clerk or a priest. But such luck was not for Jens. After
three years he set off for home. He was twelve years old and
somehow he had realized that it would be impossible to
amount to anything in Aalborg. Living that far from the sea,
he would lose his soul. He could read and write, but
Frederiksstad had little more to offer him than rumors about
his father's imprisonment at Dragsholm. Home, then, had to
be sought elsewhere. So he signed on with a Frisian ship
bound for Portugal. There, he knew, great convoys were
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prepared for America. He was ready to look for home in the
new world.
In Oporto Jens signed off. He had a letter of recommendation in his pocket one of the richest merchants in
town, Duart Duez. Duez offered Jens a job in his warehouses, and in six months he learned enough Portugese to be
useful in the office. Duez took a liking to him and got him a
job as cabin watch on the SCHOUBENACHT, which with
three other Dutch and nine Portugese ships were sent to
Brazil to fetch sugar for Duez. They left in 1592. Jens was
thirteen years old.
On that journey he learned that it is easier to sail from
Portugal to Brazil than from Norway to Denmark. Week
after week they sailed with a calm, rolling, following sea till
they arrived in Baya de Todos los Santos. Again Jensen had
a letter of introduction, this one to the brother of his
Portugese employer , Miguel Duez. As he inquired about his
house, however, Jens learned that Duez had just left for
Europe. That made staying impossible, so he left with the
SCHOUBYNACHT on what was to be her last journey.
Their convoy was attacked by some French pinks.
SCHOUBYNACHTwas set on fire; the seven surviving crew
members, among them Jens, were put ashore on the coast to
take their chances with hostile natives ready to attack with
blow pipes and poisoned darts. Jens voided death by either
and made it back to Baya where he spent the next five years,
four of them as a valued employee in the house of Miguel
Duez; he had hired him immediately on his return from
Europe. In 1598 he left under dramatic circumstances.
Two Dutch ships had anchored in the harbor of Baya.
When asked by the Spanish authorities for their papers, they
confessed to having none . Seven Spanish ships were made
ready to attack and confiscate the Dutch ships the following
dawn. Guards were posted along the coast. Warning the
Dutch seemed impossible. Yet the Portugese Miguel Duez
thought of a way. He asked Jens to swim out to the ships in
the cover of night and inform the crew of their impending
fate. Luck was with him and he succeeded. The Dutch set sail
and escaped before the Spaniards caught on to what was
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happening. Jens Munk arrived with them in Amsterdam
where he was given a royal welcome and offered a job. He
refused. He was going home. He was nineteen years old and
he was going to Copenhagen to claim his paternal
inheritance. To do that he left behind everything he owned
in Baya as well as a secure position in Amsterdam. Why? He
left Aalborg because to his way of thinking nobody could
amount to anything that far away from the sea. In Baya he
literally gave himself up to the sea- in the dark of night stark naked - he risked sharks and guards and left everything behind. As he swam, he embraced the water, and we
who look retrospectively can begin to see in the symbolic
embrace a fate by water, simultaneously the means and the
goal, the road to home and home itself.
Copenhagen offered no friendly welcome. He was
greeted with the news of his father's suicide. His claim of
inheritance was met with the information that the state had
confiscated all his father's land and property. A silver
tankard and some discarded clothing "were what was left of
the estates of Barbo, Borregaard and Hj0rne ... of the scores
of farms, which our well-beloved Erim Munk had received
for himself and his issue in perpetuity in token of his faithful
service." So fickle is the favor of kings. None of these
manors was to be home for Jens Munk. Unconsciously he
must have known that, for he did not perceive their loss as a
mark of fate; rather he thought it a challenge, a provocation
even. His father's record was not to be his. He must make his
own Journey.
Undaunted, he sought out the most powerful man in
Denmark - just as he had approached the rich Duart Duez
in Oporto - Henrik Ramel. He would off er his services on
one of the ships with which this rich and ambitious councilman conducted foreign commerce. He was amply qualified:
he was well traveled, had lived among people in different
parts of the world, spoke fluent Portugese and had a
knowledge of Dutch and Spanish; he knew what there was to
know about shipping and chartering. Noble blood ran in his
veins. He was fit to command ships and men. But Erik
Munk' s name cast a long shadow. His son was offered the
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job of ship's writer, a menial position. He accepted, and in
one year, 1600, he made four voyages to Spain in that
capacity. From 1601 to 1605 he made voyages to Narva, four
to Danzig, one to Amsterdam, three to Spain. A record
amount of sailing.
Finally, in 1605, he could take leave of Henrik Ramel,
take out a trade license as an independent merchant in
Copenhagen and rent a house in Pilestrade. He bought a
share in one of B0rge Trolle's ships and for the next three
years conducted home trade and foreign trade with France
and Iceland. In 1608 he sold his share and bought himself an
old vessel. The following spring he and Jens Hvid, who also
owned and operated a merchantman, left Copenhagen for
Novaya Zemlya in the Barents Sea where they intended to
buy pelts of Arctic foxes, polar bears and ermine. Secretly,
Jens Munk also hoped to find whales. He saw no whales but
realized that the Arctic winter - which together with the
Danish nobility would come to represent his life's mighty
foes - had been unusually hard that year. Drift ice was
everywhere. Jens Hvid decided to wait at Kildin and go to
Archangel later to trade with the Russians, whereas Jens
Munk opted to proceed due north. As he did so, however,
the ice pressed increasingly harder against his old ship and
forced him to go periously close to the reefs along the coast
of the island Kolguev. To avoid a shipwreck, he rounded the
island and turned south. But soon it became impossible to
move. The ship stood motionless in the grip of the ice. The
pressure tore the old hull apart, and the captain gave orders
to disembark. Silently he and his crew lowered the dinghy to
bring ashore a lifeboat and provisions. They had to prepare
for a voyage south of 223 kilometers in a rowboat through
open ice filled seas. They rigged it up with a scrap of sail and
raised the gunwales so it could hold all the men. Jens Munk
stayed at the helm on the entire journey. With the aid of an
unreliable compass and faulty sketches of charts he
calculated the exact course. On June 21st, four days after
they set sail, he and Jens Hvid met again and all went to
Archangel. Jens Hvid, the prudent nobleman, and the Arctic
ice had won the day.
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Thirty years old, Jens Munk returned to Copenhagen as
poor as he had been when he arrived there ten years before.
Ten years of work and profit had been gambled and lost. It
would appear he had gone nowhere. Unwilling to once again
offer his services to a nobleman, he went directly to the king.
Christian IV had heard of Jens Munk, and maybe he thought
that he had defied Providence and committed an act of
excessive pride waging his old ship against the Arctic seas.
Yet he had rescued his crew from the Polar ice and that the
king recognized as a feat. Maybe Jens Munk was the man he
needed to realize his own ambition: the discovery of the
Northeast Passage and the road to China. It was worth a try.
Again Jens Munk set off for Novoya Zemlya and Vaygach,
ten degrees north of there. Trade, hunting and exploration
were the object of the voyage. The expedition would cover
its costs by seeking "train oil and whatsoever else there might
fall out," and interesting circumlocution for whales. But
again no whales. Again Jens Munk was forced to turn back
- this time without taking any chances with the ships of the
royal navy. He returned to Copenhagen with a cargo of
stockfish.
Then another opportunity presented itself. On April
4th, 1611, Christian IV declared war on Sweden. It was a
question of the Norwegian Sea. Sweden had exacted taxes in
Bjarmeland, and Karl IX had called himself King of the
Lapps and granted Sweden charters to sail to the Northlands.
These were Danish waters. The King had been up there
himself; he had sent Jens Munk in charge of his own ships; he
would brook no Swedish interference. His plan was to attack
the bastion of Kalmar and to cut off Sweden from the rest of
the world by blockading the fort of Elsborg. Jens Munk was
appointed the lieutenant of J0rgen Da who would conduct
the blockade. Daa was the less experienced, but a nobleman.
Munk had learned to operate from second place, and he
figured that war was every man's chance. At Elsborg he was
faced with the same mission, the same enemy, the same
struggle that had faced his fat her at the battles of Stenvigsholm and Akershus; if, like his father, he conquered, he
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would have the same victory and logically might expect the
same reward; the patent of nobility.
The Danes captured Elsborg in 1612. J0rgen Daa and
Jens Munk had earned the King's recognition. Christian IV
could afford to be generous. And he was. To Daa. Jens
Munk received his usual salary of two hundred rix-dollars
per year.
It is a strange thing to note the steady denial of ego
gratification - fiefs, manors and patent of nobility - that
invariably resulted in a renewed pursuit of self: the embrace
of the destiny which will lead to Munk Haven in Hudson
Bay. The King could not reward the bastard, Jens Munk. He
had fathered several illegitimate children himself; yet in his
position of king he must insist on the morality of marriage.
Nor would he benefit politically from bestowing favors on
the son of Erik Munk. The nobility, which was always
threatening his sovereignty, was not about to receive him as
their equal. Thus Jens Munk was prevented from having any
of the concerns dictated by rank and status or any of the
privileges. Every time he came close, he was denied the
desired boon and made free to ultimately make the journey
to Munk Haven which would be both a test and a reward.
Munk continued in the King's service. He married a
commoner; his children would be commoners as well. He
was given a series of modest assignments, always at the beck
and call of the nobility, always fetching and bringing, till
once again he saw an opportunity to strike out for himself,
to become an independent trader and explorer. Together
with J0rgen Daa he was ordered to outfit two of the King's
ships and go in pursuit of the much feared and highly
destructive pirate Mendoza. They caught him and returned
to Copenhagen not only with the pirate but loaded with loot
as well. Even though Jens Munk's share was modest
compared to Daa' s, he was a wealthy man in the autumn of
1615.
As is always the case, rumors of wealth spread fast.
Surely Mendoza had brothers in piracy; surely more loot
was there for the taking. The following summer everybody
wanted to go pirate hunting. From being vice-admiral and
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second-in-command on the Victor, Munk was degraded to
lieutenant under his own subordinate at Elsborg, Frans
Brockenhuus. Many toasts were drunk to the non-existent
Mendoza brothers while real pirates ravaged the shipping
worse than before. The anticipated booty was equally nonexistent, and a non-existent report was submitted to the
King. What did exist, however, was Munk's plan to trade for
himself which he had put into effect during the spring of his
demotion for the task of the ludicrous pirate hunt. The Fall
of 1916 found him more wealthy than before. He had
dispatched his own ship together with two owned by Mikkel
Vibe, who had obtained permission to engage in whaling off
the Northlands. They returned to Copenhagen full to the
brim with train oil. While hunting non-existent pirate
brothers, Jens Munk had doubled his fortune. He was able to
resign his commission as captain in the navy, to become an
independent man and realize his old dream of becoming a
whaler.
For three years Munk had good returns on his
investments. If the nobles did not like it, they had to
acknowledge what the world will always acknowledge:
money. Munk's prestige in town and at court was on the rise.
When Christian IV planned a colonial expedition to the East
Indies the Winter of 1618, he chose Jens Munk to command
it. He was on the move now, making progress, as the world
terms it. He got everything ready, the ships, the men, the
provisions. On October 24, the nobleman Ove Giedde
received the King's orders to go to the East Indies as leader of
his expedition. He left on November 14th. He was twentyfour years old, had no experience with ships and knew
nothing about the tropics.
Again the King had failed Jens Munk, Again the nobles
had forced his hand in making the choice of a nobleman to
lead and Munk to be the one with the expertise and the
responsibility without the authority. But Munk had had
enough. He asked to be released from the task. The King's
change of mind may have had to do with the fact that Munk
was no longer a wealthy man. Once again the Arctic ice had
prevented his ship from doing its appointed job. It had
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returned to Copenhagen with ballast and bankruptcy for
Munk.
Once again he was a commissioned man, no longer his
own master. He would never be a whaler, never an explorer.
Even so, four days after Ove Giedde began to make his way
round Africa's Cape of Good Hope, Jens Munk swept past
Greenland's Cape Farewell bound for the Northwest Passage
to China.
Like all navigators of his time, Jens Munk believed that
a passage to the Pacific Ocean was to be found north of the
American mainland called the Anian Strait. After the disappointment at the King's change of heart and after seeing
Ove Giedde take off for Ceylon, Munk - in accordance
with his now recognizable pattern of action - gave himself
up to studying available material, accounts and charts, and
presented the King with a well formulated plan: he would go
west to find the East. The King was persuaded. Finding the
Anian Strait was the last link in his Norwegian Sea project.
And Jens Munk was modest; he estimated the cost of the
expedition to be five thousand rix-dollars.
With two ships, the Unicorn and the Lamprey, and
sixty-five men, he left Copenhagen on Sunday, May 9, 1619.
His orders were to "seek out the Hudson Strait at latitude
sixty-two and one half degrees north, sail through it, and
head southwest to Hudson Bay until he reached the coast to
the west and could begin his search for the Anian Strait."
On June 2nd, they passed the Shetland Islands. On June
30th, they sighted Cape Farewell. Finally, thirty-nine days
after leaving Norway, the American coast appeared on the
horizon at latitude sixty-two and one half degrees north. The
two English navigators, Gordon and Watson, had made
several mistakes which had cost them valuable time. On July
11th, they reached Hudson Strait which is the approach to
the Northwest Passage. On July 13th, ice covered the entire
strait, and they had to heave to till July 15th, when the ice
eased enough to allow them to enter. The run lasted for two
days; then the ice closed ahead of them again and forced
them to anchor behind some rocky inlets till July 22nd when
Munk could wait no longer and gave command to proceed.
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The following day found the two ships stuck in the ice. On
that day the four anchors of the Lamprey were shattered and
the hull shot up "so that a man could lay his hand on the keel
from stem to stern/' On the 25th, the rudder of the Unicorn
was smashed. The ice drifts carried the ships between the
islets till the 26th, when they stopped with the result that the
pressure of the ice against the ships' sides increased to make
the danger of ship wreck imminent. They survived one night
and then another, and on the 28th of July they partly sailed,
partly hauled the ships into a little bay behind some inlets.
They did so at low tide. The incoming flood leveled such
masses of ice against the two ships it took all sixty-five men
to ward them off. Not until the 31st did they manage to get
their sloop and frigate over some rocks into a cove. On
August 8th, they awoke to find everything blanketed with
snow. On the 9th, they set sail only to discover that once
again Gordon had made a navigational error; he had
mistaken Ungava Bay for Hudson Bay. That cost them ten
days.
Squalls, snowstorms, hail and mist obstructed their
arrival at Hudson Bay where they were greeted, according to
Munk's journal, with "a low coastline of sparse forest and a
rocky spit jutting into the sea and protecting the narrow
approach to a fjord." There, on September 7th, he
performed one of the great feats of seamanship of all times:
he maneuvered the frigate Unicorn in the storm, the hail, and
the fog, through tremendous current and submerged rocks
into a fjord whose depths and bottom he did not know, took
the wind out of the sails and dropped anchor. Even today,
with charts and pilots, experienced mariners would not
attempt what he managed without either.
Munk managed partly because he had no alternative but
to try. The much lighter Lamprey had vanished in the storm
and did not re-appear until the morning of the 9th, when the
sailors of the Unicorn could pilot her into the fjord. Her crew
was exhausted. And worse, the men showed signs of
incipient scurvy. Fortunately enough cloudberries and
gooseberries were still available to procure a temporary
improvement. All sixty-five crew members were on deck to
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receive the captain's fateful words uttered on September 18,
1619, "we shall attempt to winter here."
They immediately went to work on putting the ships in
winter dock. The captain assigned each man his task hunting, trapping, felling wood - they had ample food and
wood. But winter was closing its grip. Soon they would
realize that the lack of skiis and leather clothing would prove
desvastating. On November 21st, one of the boatswains
died. A week later the surgeon aboard the Lamprey died. To
get the men's attention off the two deaths in rapid
succession, Munk put them to work on a Christmas celebration. When Christmas Eve arrived, the clergyman read the
gospel and his congregation sang about the rose which grows
of frozen earth; a fitting hymn here which endorsed the
contrast between the ready warmth in the fellowship among
the men and the affection of the captain for his crew on one
hand and the unyielding cold of their Arctic surroundings on
the other. For dinner they had hare and grouse and plenty of
ale and wine. To heat the room, the gun deck of the Unicorn,
Munk had ordered some four foot long ballast irons to be
heated red-hot in the furnace and then dragged out onto a
base of large stones.
Munk' s logbook carefully records the next five months.
A margin of about an inch and a half has been spared on the
left side of each page. Starting on February 20, 1620, a
number of notations occur at regular intervals: 21 corpses.
Five days later: 22 corpses. Against March 9th appears 26
corpses. Against April 1st, 34 dead. April 16th, 47 dead.
May 6th, 53 dead. May 19th, 57 dead. Finally June 4th, 61
dead. That date also bears the testament Munk planned to
leave to the world:
June 4, 1620
Since I no longer have any hopes of living, I can
only pray to God that we may be found by some
good Christians and that for God's sake they will
cause my poor corpse together with the others to be
buried in the earth, receiving their reward from
God in heaven, and that this my account be given
unto my Gracious Lord and King (for every word
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herein is altogether true) so that some good may
arise unto my poor wife and children out of my
great hardship and sorry departure. Herewith, I say
good-bye to the world and give my soul into God's
keeping.
Jens Munk
We hear in these lines the echo of the words from
Golgatha, consumatum est, and are reminded of the ancient
wisdom in Oedipus' remark as he leaves the stage having
fulfilled his fate and blinded himself: 'Despite so many
ordeals, my advanced age and the nobility of my soul make
me conclude that all is well." Munk's courage in facing death
is born of that feeling. He, too, had done what he had to do.
But he was not done. He did not die. On June 8th, he
was strong enough to make it out of bed and onto the deck.
Contrary to his expectations that everyone else were dead,
two men who had gone on shore some time earlier but had
been too weak to make it back to the ship, were still alive.
They saw him and staggered out to meet him. Together they
made a bed under a bush and built a fire. They crawled
around like animals, digging with nailless fingers for any
green plants from which they might suck the roots. They
could no longer chew. Their gums were bleeding; their teeth
were gone.
Yet as the weather improved, so did they. On June 26th,
the captain informed his crew of two that he planned to set
the Lamprey afloat. He had watched the changing moon and
figured that the forceful arms of the returning spring tide
would provide the help they needed to get the sloop over
the rocks. He was right and could report in his logbook that
"on July 16th, which fell on a Sunday, in the afternoon, we
sailed from there, and I have called this Haven after myself,
Munk Haven." The name has obvious symbolic overtones. It
was the only home, or haven, Munk was ever to have,
geographically and psychologically speaking. He had
reached the destination for which he was fated by his own
choices as well as exterior circumstances. His reward were
the seemingly super human powers which enabled him to
perform the Herculean task of bringing home the Lamprey.
-28-

For sixty-seven days and nights Munk was at the helm. He
made no mistakes. He calculated exactly and steered directly
for Hudson Strait, the one passage out of Hudson Bay.
Sixty-seven days in open seas; in raging storms that left them
nothing but the bare masts to which they must tie themselves
to prevent being swept overboard. Sometimes they were in
water to their waists when the pump gave out and they could
not keep up with the rushing waters.
On September 20th, they saw the coast of Norway on
the horizon, and on the 21st, they sailed towards land. Munk
tacked back and forth all day trying to find a safe place to
land on the craggy shore. When finally a farmer in a
rowboat appeared, he fled at the sight of them, and it took a
musket shot from Munk to call him back. As he rowed in, he
watched their human tears run down their animal-hairy
faces. . ... "having the ship now intact and being come to a
Christian land once more, then did we poor humans weep in
great joy and thanked God for having mercifully vouchsafed
us this good fortune," reads the logbook. The writer did not
know that he would have little to be thankful for. Arrived in
Bergen one of his two men got involved in a brawl and
stabbed a man. As his captain, Munk was responsible for
his conduct. So he reported to Knud Gyldenstjerne, the
nobleman
in charge at Bergenshus. Gyldenstjerne
remembered this captain who had been serving the noblemen
so truculantly and had thought himself worthy to be one of
them. He put Munk in prison where he stayed till Christmas.
He arrived in Copenhagen on Christmas Eve to find that
his wife had given up hope of ever seeing him again and
taken in another man. The King was angry. Where is my
frigate, where are my sailors, he asked. Oblivious to the fact
that Munk was exhausted from his trials, the King ordered
him to go back to fetch the Unicorn and establish a
settlement. Munk' s protestations of infirmity were of no
avail; the expedition was abandoned only because it proved
impossible to find either sailors or settlers who were willing
to go.
Munk remained in the King's service, albeit not in his
favor if one is to judge from the chronicle of a Frenchman,
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Isaac de la Peyrere, who was a resident in Denmark from
1644 to 45, as secretary to the French ambassador Monsieur
de la Thuillerie. His account confuses the years of the
contemplated expedition to the Arctic in 1621 to find the
Unicorn and initiate a settlement with that of Jens Munk's
death which took place seven years later, in 1628. He does,
however, report a meeting between the King and Munk
which suggests a moral victory for the latter. He writes,
Jens Munk was on the point of sailing for the
second time, when on the very day of departure the
King of Denmark sent for him and in the course of
their conversation reproached him with having by
dint of his inadequate leadership of the first expedition thrown away the lives of the seamen with
which the King had entrusted him. When the captain gave him a truculent answer, the King became
enraged and permitted himself to prod him in the
chest with his staff. Deeply embittered over this
affront, the captain withdrew and made his way
home, and took to his bed, where he died ten days
later of grief and hunger.
For a long time, nobody in Denmark paid any attention
to that story. Clearly the chronology was faulty, and clearly
the account did little to flatter the King. That notwithstanding, Thorkild Hansen in The Way to Hudson Bay
confirms the meeting between the two men. A study of
existing records lead him to conclude that after the battle
of Kiel, one of the many defeats suffered by Christian IV
in the Thirty Years' War, he and Munk were on the
same ship from April 9th to April 16th, 1628. It is
possible that Munk had been wounded in the battle which
would explain why he was being brought back to Copenhagen on the King's flagship. Thorkild Hansen imagines the
two men face to face: "There is something about this small
captain which he (the King) cannot comprehend: his
meekness, his mildness. Unlike normal people he does not
throw his weight around, does not brag about his exploits.
This the King could only put down to arrogance, and it made
him uneasy ... The worst was that he seemed unaffected by
-30-

all his failures, displaying a placid dignity." Hansen allows
that it is entirely possible that the King, who in 1628 was in
one of the most critical periods of his reign, may indeed have
forgotten himself and raised his staff at the sight of Munk
and the spectre of his own mortality. The records show that
Munk arrived in Copenhagen on April 16th and died on June
24th. He died of "grief and hunger" says de la Peyrere. Those
words suggest an element of will, defiance even; they allow
the surmise that for the last time Munk took his life into his
own hands by ending it. In that choice, as in all his other
choices, he proved himself a free man.
If Jens Munk appeared incomprehensible to his King, he
need not do so to us who can see his life in a piece and see its
repeated patterns. We can recognize in him his mythological
counterpart and archetype: Sisyphus. Sisyphus defied the
gods by bringing water to the citadel of Corinth and by
putting Death in chains. For those transgressions he was
punished in the Underworld by having to perpetually roll a
rock up a mountain which would immediately fall down. He
is the prototype of the absurd hero, says the French existentialist Albert Camus:
He is as much through his passions as through his
torture. His scorn of the gods, his hatred of death,
and his passion for life won him that unspeakable
penalty in which the whole being is extended toward accomplishing nothing. This is price that
must be paid for the passions of the earth ... (yet) at
each of those moments when he leaves the heights
and gradually sinks toward the lairs of the gods, he
is superior to fate. He is stronger than his rock . . .
There is no fate that cannot be surmounted by
scorn. 2
Christian IV may have been correctly - at least from
his own perspective - when he interpreted Munk' s lack of
swagger as arrogance and was made uneasy about it. The
polish which life's tumbler had effected on Munk was ever to
escape his King. He was still being crushed when twenty
years later he died of stomach cancer.
That Jens Munk had the courage to face death with .open
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eyes were demonstrated in the diary entry of June 4, 1620. It
is likely, therefore, that he might do the same in June of 1628
when for other reasons living had become escapable. The
two events show a similiarity in the quality of courage but a
difference in the goals of ambition. In 1628 the world no
longer held a task; no more ships were to be brought in.
Sisyphus like, Munk had rolled his rock to the top for the
last time and he stood at the foot of the mountain. He had
had to content himself with the struggle toward the heights,
but, as his behavior indicates, he shared Camus' knowledge
that that is enough to "fill a man's heart." That knowledge, I
submit, explains his dignity.
FOOTNOTES
1 Thorkild Hansen, The Way to Hudson Bay (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1970) p. 18.
2 Albert Camus The Myth of Sisyphus And Other Esssays (Clinton
Mass.: The Colonial Press, Inc., 1955) p. 89.
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